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Abstract
This paper presents two empirical studies that examine the influence of different linguistic aspects on prosody in German.
First, we analysed a German corpus with respect to the effect of syntax and information status on prosody. Second, we
conducted a listening test which investigated the prosodic realisation of constituents in the German ’Vorfeld’ depending on
their information status. The results were used to improve the
prosody prediction in the German text-to-speech synthesis system MARY.

1. Introduction
The prediction of appropriate prosody is a crucial task for the
synthesis of speech. Generating inadequate prosody seriously
hampers intelligibility and naturalness. To a certain extent,
the problem can be avoided when using corpus-based synthesis, by selecting units from the appropriate parts of a sentence
and thus indirectly generating the correct prosody as recorded
in the corpus. However, more recent attempts to generate expressive speech including emphasis or focus require the explicit
modelling of prosody [9]. As a basis for modelling expressive
speech, it is thus necessary to be able to predict unexpressive
speech from linguistic features.
The problem of prosody prediction is by no means solved.
Too little is known about the multitude of factors and their interactions that influence the prosodic realisation of a sentence.
Factors reported to be relevant include part of speech, position
of the word in the sentence, sentence type, various aspects of
syntactic structure, and information structure. This list clearly is
not exhaustive. Given this large number of potentially relevant
variables, a statistically based investigation would have been attractive, not least because it could have provided us with an
estimate of the relative importance of the various factors. However, we could not follow the statistical approach because our
German MARY text-to-speech (TTS) system [17] uses GToBI
[8] for representing prosody, and to our knowledge, no large
German corpus annotated with GToBI exists. For that reason,
we pursue a rule-based approach, which allows for a very controlled prediction of prosody, and which has the advantage that
findings can be interpreted (which is often not the case in statistically trained prediction systems).
The paper is structured as follows. The first section formulates a number of concrete assumptions regarding the links between a variety of linguistic factors and prosody, based on the
existing literature. The second section describes the analysis
of the German corpus MULI, testing some of the assumptions
made in the first section, notably regarding the effects of part of
speech, syntax and information status on prosodic realisation.
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The third section presents a listening test which investigates in
more depth the effect of a constituent’s information status on its
preferred prosodic realisation.

2. Assumptions based on Previous Work
This section formulates assumptions about German prosody
based on a review of some previous studies addressing the link
between prosody and linguistic factors. The major part of the
literature in the field refers to English prosody, and linguistic
prosody prediction can certainly not be transplanted directly
from one language to another. However, as both English and
German belong to the West Germanic languages and therefore show many similarities, we also use findings about English prosody to formulate testable assumptions about German
prosody.
Part of speech information is highly related to the probability of a word carrying an accent [21]. It is generally assumed
that content words usually receive an accent, whereas function
words typically do not (e.g. [10]). Nouns or the heads of the
arguments within a sentence, which are usually nominal elements, are the most frequently accented words, whereas verbs
or predicates carry accents rather rarely [7], [14].
The position of a word within a sentence appears to have
an influence on the form of the accent at least in English. Nuclear accents in declarative sentences are typically falling accents, while words in prenuclear position more frequently carry
rising accents [7].
In German, finite verbs in verb second position never carry
an accent except for the special case in which the speaker wants
to emphasise the truth of the sentence [12].
The relation between syntactic structure and accentuation
has been the subject of several studies. In the context of prosody
prediction for German TTS, [18] proposed to accent the rightmost noun within noun phrases produced by a chunk parser.
The same authors also suggested that the most embedded
verb within a sequence of verbs should receive an accent.
For English, it was found that grammatical subjects are often accented, independently of their information status [19].
For German, speakers tend to realise a boundary after the
Vorfeld (sentence initial position preceding the finite verb), at
least if the Vorfeld contains three or more words [18].
Furthermore, the assumption was made that chunk phrases
correspond to prosodic boundaries [1], [18].
Several studies have shown an interaction between information status and prosody. Given and inferable information
appears to be frequently deaccented, whereas new information
often receives an accent (e.g., [6], [11]). This was recently confirmed for German, at least for direct objects in nuclear position
[4]. Furthermore, the investigation of German question-answer
pairs revealed that the deaccentuation of given information in
answer sentences is preferred [13]. Additionally, the lexical re-

lation (e.g. synonymy) or the bridging relation (e.g. part-whole)
between the given information and its antecedent seems to have
an influence on the accent type preferred by listeners [3].
Other studies, however, have failed to confirm the assumption that information status and prosody are related (e.g. [22]).
An experiment performed by [19] for English found that given
information is only deaccented if the anaphor and its antecedent
have the same grammatical role or the same surface position.
In West Germanic languages, an interaction between information status and prosodic phrasing is usually not assumed. On
the other hand, it was observed in a German corpus that new information is often followed by a prosodic boundary [22].
The fact that contrastive elements are accented appears to
be uncontroversial. Several authors assume that the (G)ToBI
accent L+H* is appropriate for expressing contrast ([11], [20]).

3. Corpus Analysis
In order to verify the validity of the assumptions derived from
the literature in the previous section, we carried out an analysis
of the MULI corpus.
3.1. The Corpus
We analysed the corpus elicited in the MULI (MUltiLingual
Information structure) [2] project, which examined the means
with which information structure is realised in English and German. The German part of the corpus contains 250 sentences
stemming from the economics section of the German newspaper
Frankfurter Rundschau. The text was spoken by one speaker.
As the material is also part of the TIGER Treebank [5], the
corpus already contained detailed syntactic information. Some
special syntactic information was added, mainly word order information like fronting or extraposition. Prosodic annotation
followed the GToBI conventions [8]. The annotation of information status is based on the taxonomy of [16], which distinguishes the statuses “brand new” and “unused”, representing
new information, “evoked”, representing given information (in
the sense of coreference with an antecedent), and “inferable”.
In the case of inferable information, the type of bridging relation between anaphor and antecedent (e.g. part-whole) was
also annotated. Additionally, information about lexical relations
between anaphor and antecedent (e.g. synonymy, hypernymy)
was added. Even though the corpus must be considered very
small for our purposes, it appears to be the only German corpus
available for which both GToBI and information structure are
annotated.
3.2. Method
We tested the various assumptions that arose from the literature
survey as summarised in the previous section, using the MMAX
framework [15]. For each assumption, we carried out frequency
counts of the values of the prospective linguistic predictor variables and the predicted prosodic variables.
3.3. Results and discussion
Part of speech was confirmed as an important predictor for accentuation. Content words frequently carry an accent (81%),
and function words are mostly not accented (13%). Proper
nouns (90%), adjectives (87%), nouns (86%) and numbers
(85%) show the highest accentuation rates.
The surface position of a word has an effect on the type
of accent realised on it. In prenuclear position, rising accents

(L+H*) are frequent (40%). In nuclear position, falling (H+L*)
(44%) and low accents (L*) (28%) were realised more frequently. The H* accent appears in both prenuclear (42%) and
nuclear (22%) position.
The assumption that finite verbs in verb second position
are never accented could not be confirmed in the corpus. The
probability for finite verbs in this position to be accented (27%)
was only marginally lower than the general probability for finite
verbs to be accented (28%).
Following the hypothesis that the rightmost element within
a phrase is accented, we investigated the prosodic realisation of
the rightmost element in chunk phrases. In fact, the rightmost
element carries an accent very frequently (90%), but the part of
speech of a word has more influence on its accentuation: the
content words in chunk phrases that are not the rightmost ones,
also carry an accent frequently (78%).
The assumption that the most deeply embedded verb within
a verbal sequence always carries an accent could not be confirmed. The probability for embedded infinitives and participles
of full verbs to carry an accent (68%) is approximately the same
as the general probability for infinitives and participles of full
verbs to be accented (64%). The MULI corpus does not contain
any auxiliary verbs appearing in embedded position.
As objects carry accents with roughly the same frequency
as subjects (objects: 82.1%; subjects: 82.4%), the tendency for
subjects to be accented was not confirmed.
An interaction between the German Vorfeld and prosodic
phrasing could be observed. In about 53% of the cases in which
the Vorfeld contains three words, a prosodic boundary is realised after the Vorfeld. Furthermore, an increasing length of
the Vorfeld is accompanied by an increasing likelihood for the
realisation of a boundary after the Vorfeld. A similar observation was made for chunk phrases: with the increase in the length
of a chunk phrase, the probability that the chunk is followed by
a prosodic boundary also becomes higher. If the chunk phrase
contains more than four words, the realisation of a boundary is
more probable (55%) than the absence of a boundary.
Regarding information status, we observed that nouns representing new information are frequently accented (brand new:
91%, unused: 93%), but the same holds for inferable (89%)
and evoked information (91%). Thus the assumed influence of
information status on the prosodic realisation of nouns could
not be confirmed in the corpus. Note, however, that personal
pronouns, which always represent evoked information, are only
accented in 11% of the cases.
The effect of lexical and bridging relations was difficult to
interpret, because the number of occurrences in the MULI corpus was small and the number of possible relations large. All relations show a similar distribution across accent types, but more
data would be needed to consolidate this observation.
The assumption that given information is deaccented if
anaphor and antecedent share the same grammatical role could
not be confirmed. This type of given information was accented
in 92% of the cases.
When examining the number of prosodic boundaries following new (34%) vs. given (43%) or inferable (35%) information in the corpus, the assumption that new information is more
often followed by a boundary could not be confirmed.
The examination of contrastive constituents revealed that
they are always accented, most frequently with an L+H* (36%)
or an H* (31%) accent. Thus the L+H* accent seems to be an
appropriate accent for expressing contrast.
In summary, our analyses of the MULI corpus confirmed
some of the assumptions deduced from the literature, such as

the accentuation of content words, the form of prenuclear and
nuclear accents or the realisation of boundaries after the Vorfeld or chunk phrases of a certain length. However, a considerable number of the hypotheses could not be confirmed. Particularly with respect to the relation between information status
and accentuation, the findings of several authors could not be
verified in the corpus. One possible interpretation is that in the
economics news texts used in the MULI corpus, the distance
between inferable or given constituents and their antecedent is
often rather large. This may have had the effect that the information, although actually known, was no longer considered to
be sufficiently present in the discourse, with the result that the
speaker may have preferred to accent it.

4. Listening Test
The apparent conflict between the findings of our corpus analysis and the literature prompted us to gather complementary information regarding the role of information status for the accentuation of constituents, which we investigated by means of a
listening test.
The experiment by [4], which confirmed the deaccentuation of given information in German, tested only constituents
in sentence final position. However, in the MULI corpus, the
major part of given and inferable constituents appeared at the
beginning or in the middle of the sentence and were frequently
accented. For English, it was found that grammatical subjects
at the beginning of a sentence are more often accented than
constituents with other grammatical functions, independently
of their information status [19]. Still, the same authors found
less accents for given subjects when the grammatical role and
surface position of the antecedent was the same.
We therefore designed a listening test in order to investigate the preferred prosodic realisation of grammatical subjects
at the beginning of a sentence, more specifically in the German
Vorfeld, depending on their information status and on the grammatical role and position of the antecedent of given information.
For information status, we distinguished only new vs. given
information. The given constituents were always coreferent
with their antecedent. Each test stimulus consisted of two sentences, so that the given constituents always referred to an antecedent appearing in the immediately preceding sentence. We
formulated sentences from three different text genres (news, literary style, familiar context) to test whether the genre has an
effect on the prosodic preferences.
Our hypothesis is as follows. New information carries an
accent and is possibly followed by an intermediate boundary;
given information whose antecedent does not have the same
grammatical role and position within the sentence is also accented; and given information whose antecedent has the same
grammatical role and surface position is deaccented.
4.1. Stimuli
In each of the three genres, we designed three target sentences
with a Vorfeld consisting of a two-word noun phrase. Using
the diphone synthesis system MARY [17], we generated three
prosodic versions of each target sentence: an accented version
with a following intermediate boundary (H-, break index=3), an
accented version without boundary, and a deaccented version.
As previous findings consistently suggested the L+H* accent as
appropriate in prenuclear position, we used this accent type for
the accented versions.
For each target sentence, we created three context sen-

Figure 1: Relation between information status and prosody

tences. Two context sentences contained the same information as the Vorfeld constituent of the target sentence so that
the Vorfeld constituent in the target sentence refers to given
information. In one version, anaphor and antecedent had the
same grammatical role and surface position, in the other version, they had different roles and positions. In the third version,
the Vorfeld constituent of the target sentence was not already
mentioned in the context sentence and thus was new. The target
sentence needed to be minimally adapted to be plausible as a
follow-up to the different context sentences.
4.2. Method
We presented the 27 sentence pairs (3 genres x 3 target sentences x 3 information statuses) in written and in auditory form
using the tool ‘RatingTest’. For every sentence pair presented
in written form on the computer screen, three auditory versions
were presented via headphones. Participants were allowed to
listen to the versions as often as they wanted to. Just as in training – with two practise trials – they were asked to judge the
appropriateness of the sound of the second sentence, especially
with respect to the context, i.e. to the content of the first sentence. They were instructed to make their judgements independent of the segmental quality of the speech synthesis. 30 native
speakers of German took part in the experiment.
4.3. Results and Discussion
We used SPSS to conduct several analyses of variance.
The analyses showed that the accented version without
boundary was always judged to be most appropriate, closely
followed by the version with a boundary. This effect was independent of the information status of the constituent in the
Vorfeld (see Figure 1). Insofar, the strong formulation of our
hypothesis cannot be confirmed.
Nevertheless, a weaker effect in the hypothesised direction
was found. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the deaccented version was considered clearly unacceptable for new information
while showing medium acceptability for the two types of given
information. Beside this, the accented version with boundary, which is the most marked one, received the highest ratings if realised in case of new information. This interaction
between information status and prosody is highly significant
(F(4,2421)=21.05, p<.001).
There was no significant interaction between text genre and

any other factors.
In summary, this experiment has shown that grammatical
subjects in the Vorfeld are preferably realised with an accent,
independently of their information status. One possible reason
is that at the beginning of the sentence, speakers often transmit
the topic of the sentence. This information appears to be considered so important that it should be realised with an accent. A
more subtle effect of information status was observed, however.
Deaccentuation is clearly more inappropriate for new than for
given information.
Only slight differences were found between the given versions differing in the grammatical role and in the position of
their antecedent.

5. Conclusion
We investigated the interaction between different linguistic factors and prosody in German. By analysing a spoken German
corpus, we could show that some of the assumptions made in
the literature, mainly for English, can also be confirmed for
German, but a considerable amount of the assumptions could
not. In particular, we could not find a relation between information status and prosody. As the existence of such a relation
was experimentally confirmed for sentence final constituents in
German, we investigated the preferred prosodic realisation of
constituents in sentence initial position, depending on their information status. We found that the accentuation of these constituents is always preferred in German, both for new and for
given information, but that the deaccentuation of given information is also acceptable to some degree. By implementing our
findings in the TTS system MARY, we obtained better speech
synthesis results.
As the analysed corpus is not very large and is spoken by
one speaker only, our results cannot claim to be representative
of German prosody in general. Further investigations of spoken
language with respect to the factors that influence the prosodic
realisation in German are needed. New findings in the field
could be used to improve the prosody prediction in TTS systems.
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